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    the dark             is busy
   a light
   would not reveal     anything

   when
   the man who watches France
   watches France          France



     have to climb
     on a chair
     on a table
     on a chair on a table
 
      can I see it?
      Probably not
 asked the lion: would you be my St. Jerome

 said the lion: no-you-r - you-rr  rrrrrrrr*

  __________

  *langorous patriotic spasm
  interspersed with weather & sport  



 Desdemona Tut thinks you’re a war criminal
 eaten up that no-one’s named a street after you Troy
    not a single sodding street

 comes
 knocks at the door a ludicrous aesthete
 to interrupt

 each time a different alleyway between high houses

 
  what I didn’t
  I haven’t much about          a lot of not

   apart from going on one protest 
   against the invasion
   of Iraq in London March 2003



 every ten minutes along the road to the crematorium
 magnificent undertakers
 call on France
   to upstage the dead

 I wouldn’t want to live on that road

 

     writing the way I could
         digress
     when telling you my
     address       for example



 this oracle  this is world war II obviously
 went into the war weak
 found an old fashioned pub     meat and eggs for sale
 behind the counter if you knew how
 to ask for it

 in the present
 that was not his art so he had a pint
 and asked      if anyone had seen the button
 oracle had lost off his coat

    = 10 cumberland sausages



     thick muscle
 running from one foot to another

  a ludicrous aesthete
  to interrupt
  behind scarves hoods under gloves

  is that Vienna
  gobble gobble  out there
      
  closer to the ninth than 
  the nine-
  teenth century

  propped on his elbow

  



   the aesthete 
   clung 
   to me
   I checked his label his ludicrous
   late England

   & falsified
   I left school

   



 Yannis Ritsos 
 writing every day in a concentration camp in Greece
 Anna Akhmatova in Leningrad 1939
 wrote a poem on a slip of paper
 showed it to a friend
   burnt it in the stove

 in the 1950s in America
 Gary Snyder
 said you would travel 5000 miles to visit a friend

  the way I wish
  is wondering whether I have to specify or choose
  whether the universe
  just knows

  the specifics
  & to steer the universe there
  doesn’t need words
  it needs me still 
  eyes screwed up tight

    not for long
    remember to blow out the candles



   three dimensional
   space    I know nothing
   other than that I invented it

   once
   in in in England roar

      yes I forgot to mention



 I walked out of the gate and through the night
 the Waitrose on the edge of the town is boarded up
 this is the no time        no place of the fairy tale
  let’s meet here let's meet myself here

 I watch myself pushing a heavy old policeman’s bicycle
 along country lanes the hands I am typing this with
 calloused and sore                 hold them up to the moon 
 healing indifference     darkness made of
 memories and remorse    pressure to articulate

 from the top of that hill I will see light and return
 to the gate in the manner of a universe that loops



 the day we move house you suggest 
 we come by in the van 
 look through this collection you have made
 of saucepans   a table    coffee pots and cups
 we can take what we need
 the rest can go to the charity shop

 (we have agreed the table would be useful)

   



         fire falls
     fools Leicester Square

 Picadilly Circus has no idea how it ended up
 a walled
 garden an actual paradise doubling up
 over
 impersonal in front of other seas
 fog impersonates cold white cheeks of Paradisza

   lifter   of holes
   of holes

   rolled down the grass slope
   faster and faster

   fog 
   so thick   could not see his 




